The Extended Shopping Experience of Used Clothes in Hungary
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Abstract
Nowadays, the accepted economic theory is that consumer behaviour needs to be considered not only for its physical elements but also for its emotional aspects. The service economy has turned into an experience-based economy, and supply is based on a consumer’s experience, specializing in gaining experience. Product experience has three aspects, namely, consumers’ thoughts, values, and perceptions about the product. Shopping experience involves consumer processes and responses to the shopping environment, situation, and consumer characteristics. In this article, the concepts of product and shopping experience are examined for whether they are related and if so, how. The topic was examined through the purchase of second-hand clothes, because on the one hand, it is a very important environmental issue, and on the other hand purchase of the product recalls a very similar in-store shopping environment in Hungarian people. Qualitative processing of a questionnaire (n = 1060) gave the answer to what the connection between product and shopping experience is, and values derived from the extended shopping experience of used clothes are shown in the Fiore-Ogle model. The results highlight some relevant aspects of used clothes shopping in Hungary and deliver recommendations on how sustainable consumption and environmental consciousness could be strengthened.
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1 Introduction
Nowadays, second-hand clothes have become increasingly widespread in global fashion trends, and research is gaining much more attention from their understanding of the phenomenon. Resale, including used clothing, used furniture, antiques, and vintage items, is a multibillion-dollar industry. Fashion and eco-friendliness seem to be conflicting concepts; thus, it follows that sustainable fashion is often described as an oxymoron: fashion assumes products with short lifecycles, which contrasts with the long-term perspective of sustainability and usage of the re-use of products (Henninger et al., 2016). Consumers seem to be more and more concerned with the impact of the production of clothes on their health, the environment and society at large, an eco-fashion movement has emerged (Cervellon and Carey, 2011). The term second-hand categorizes any piece of clothing which has been used before (Cervellon et al., 2012). Consumers are increasingly more engaged in recycling or donating their used clothes (Ha-Brookshire and Hodges, 2009) because this process is considered as an effective way to reduce waste and impact positively on the environment (Bianchi and Birtwistle, 2010).

Clothing provides a unique consumption experience for consumers, because it is consumed by everyone every day, and could be stored away and not merely used once - unlike others (Ha-Brookshire and Hodges, 2009). From this perspective, clothing consumption is much more complicated, providing a wider range of different stages. Globally the wholesale used clothing trade is valued at more than £ 4bn. Fig. 1 shows that the formerly fast-growing used clothing import/export business has declined over the past few years.

According to Gittleson (2018), Hungary was ninth for the most used clothes imports of the world in 2016. Therefore, it seems as if in Hungary, second-hand clothes' consumption is widespread.
1.1 Extended shopping experience

Nowadays the accepted economic theory is that consumer behaviour needs to be considered not only for its physical elements, but also for its emotional aspects, and the service economy has turned into an experience-based economy and supply is based on a consumer’s experience, specializing in gaining experience (Pine and Gilmore, 1999). The current focus is on the consumer while the business strategy revolves around experience research. While service research and practice focused on service quality and satisfaction in the 1980s and 1990s, from the 2000s onwards, customer experience analysis and maximization became central issues. The first important aspect is that services have become very complicated, each service having become a service system experience. The second important factor is multichannel customer access, which applies to the entire consumer journey, from demand to behaviour after purchase (Rangaswamy and Van Bruggen, 2005).

There is a wide range of experience research, depending on which player is at the centre of attention during the consumer journey. Human-product interaction and product experience are closely interwoven concepts (Hlédik and Lógo, 2017). Product experience focuses on the understanding of people's subjective experiences that result from interacting with products. According to Schifferstein and Hekkert (2008) the psychological effects elicited by the interaction with a product, includes all our senses being stimulated, the meanings and values we attach to product, and the feelings and emotions that are elicited. Interaction is intertwined with subjective experience with the product, moreover, Marshall (1995) - in his book called Food and Consumer choice-, based on earlier cross-cultural research states that product experience is different at each stage of the provisioning process and habit has a major role to play in this also. According to (King et al., 2004) and Boutrolle et al. (2005), research products seem to be experienced differently in different contexts. The shopping environment affects customers’ perception, according to Berčík et al. (2016), on the type of merchandised goods, and it is necessary to adjust the music in order to create a pleasant atmosphere. Although research on environmental or contextual variables has been done and there are a number of reviews Meiselman (1996) and Stroebele and De Castro (2004), and there is still no comprehensive and integrated view of which environmental variables are critical, and how they operate to produce product experience.

In our research, the other focus was shopping experience, which is also part of customer experience, and its concept was created by Fiore and Ogle (2000), and it was developed by Fiore (2008). It involves consumer processes (e.g., product evaluation) and responses (e.g., satisfaction, enjoyment, or purchase behaviour) affected by aspects of the shopping environment, situation, and consumer characteristics. It has a strong collocation with product experience, which includes what consumers feel, a sense or knowledge about the product (Schifferstein and Hekkert, 2008). According to these definitions, the relation of product and shopping experience concepts could be summarized in Fig. 2.

The consumer's rational assessment of a product's quality, which leads to product purchase, has been complemented with the effects of the shopping environment on hedonic aspects of experience and consumer behaviour. Holbrook states that beyond the shopping experience, there are relevant values that are added to consumption experiences (Holbrook, 1996). According to Fiore and Ogle (2008), the values derived from shopping experiences cause experiences that are non-instrumental but rewarding and pleasurable in and of themselves and utilitarian benefits that help one attain external aims or goals such as social or economic gain. Fiore and Ogle (2008) organized benefits according to their emphasis on formal (sensory), expressive, and symbolic qualities. We have reversed the Fiore-Ogle model as Fig. 3 shows, in order to
follow the logic of the Maslow hierarchy of needs in our case benefits ("deficiency needs"), which are basic physical requirements are in the bottom of the pyramid, and they are called sensory quality-based benefits. The next level concludes the benefits expressing emotions.

The highest level includes symbolic quality-based benefits, which usually correspond with non-product related attributes and relate to underlying needs for social approval or personal expression and outer-directed self-esteem. This level matches Maslow’s "growth" needs. The Fiore-Ogle model does not entertain negative experiences.

2 Methodology
Our research focused on the shopping experience of second-hand clothes. Our first aim was to confirm whether our model according to the product and shopping experience literature, is valid. Then we analysed what kind of positive and negative experiences are realized in the shopping experience of used-clothes, and these were integrated into the Fiore-Ogle Model.

Our methodology is based on two steps. First, with the help of a questionnaire, the main experiences of second-hand clothes shopping were explored. Results were construed and classified. Received categories were compared to our extended shopping experience model which was based on the concepts of product and shopping experience definitions. In the second phase received negative, positive experiences with their frequencies were integrated in Fiore-Ogle model.

2.1 Qualitative method
The questionnaire was conducted on 1,060 people, out of which were 115 Baby boomers (born between 1940–1959), 251 X Generation (born between 1960–1979), 453 Y Generation (born between 1980–1995) and 241 Z Generation (born between 1996–2009). There were 881 female and 179 male respondents. All participants were Hungarian: 647 from the capital city Budapest, 368 from outside of the capital and 45 people, who live abroad. All of them were unaware of the purpose of the study. An online anonymous questionnaire was used and distributed on different social media websites between 01/12/2018 and 15/01/2019. The data were non representative. They were asked to answer the following two questions:

- If you think of buying second-hand clothes, what your first thoughts are?
- Please tell us what you think of buying used clothes?

2.2 Results 1
Each answer had several sentences, thoughts about the shopping of second-hand clothes (see Fig. 4). Overall, three main aspects were discovered:

- Negative experiences: unpleasant feelings, circumstances, facts.
- Positive experiences: facts, values, perceptions which caused joy, pleasant feelings.
- Memories: helped respondents remember.

This last aspect could have appeared because according to Munkácsi (2018), in the purchase situation, consumers actively recall memories of previous personal experiences.

The essentials of answers were determined and categorized. Six main groups were classified: product, price, feeling, shopping environment, situation, society. Each of them has subcategories. Product group refers comments for the quality, uniqueness, its origin and how trendy the clothes are. Price is connected to product, but it became an independent category, because many comments arrived from this. Another main category is society, which includes two approaches: either used-clothes shopping is collocated with poverty or
with environmental-friendliness. Respondents shared emotions too. The experience is full of excitement or joy, and the clothes bought are valued as treasures.

The situation is the fifth main category: it demands time and luck, and it is considered as an adventure. It could be a fun experience, sometimes with friends, for some people, it feels like hunting. The shopping environment is the last main category. People evoke memories according to smell, hygiene, perception of a lot of clothes, the sensory pleasure of many colours. Categories were also valued as they were positive, negative, or neutral. Summarizing every comment, Table 1 shows the received statistics.

Nearly all of the respondents gave comments referring to the product: beliefs, or previous experiences with used clothes. Many people mentioned that this purchase is value pricing. Another significant amount of comments expressed feelings: 106 negative, 82 neutrals, and 480 (e.g., joy, excitement) positive emotions were mentioned. Shopping environment comments referred to the wide variety of clothes, visual effects of the environment (e.g., colourful), also evoked memories, how crowded could be a certain shop, and most of them (145) referred to the special smell of used clothes shops though mainly with negative collocations. Respondents mentioned that buying second-hand clothes is an event or an adventure. The last great amount of remarks was given to the social effect: 89 referred to the fact that buying second-hand clothes indicates poverty, and 207 comments highlighted the importance of recycling. Most remarks mentioned second-hand clothes purchase with positive collocations.

According to our results, extended shopping experience included aspects, as can be seen in Fig. 5.

It means that our respondents when thinking about buying used clothes, evoke memories of the product itself, its price and how they feel about it, and also about the shopping experience and what the circumstances are of it. Society trends and beliefs seem to influence consumers too.

2.3 Results 2
In the second phase, subcategories were interpreted with values derived from the shopping experience. In contrast with the Fiore-Ogle model in our results, negative experiences were also declared. The frequency of their occurrence can be seen in Table 2.

Respondents evoked memories like how colourful and dirty second-hand clothes could be in-store shop. 14 % of them revealed the smell of it, which is consonant with Willander and Larsson (2006) findings that odour evoking memories produced a stronger feeling in time than visual ones. One of the sensory-based values on the utilitarian side is efficiency. Price was mentioned by the majority (71 %) of respondents, moreover that this is a value-pricing and time-consuming shopping form. Remarks concerned quality whether it is good (24 %) or bad (20 %). A crowd in a shopping environment caused in 4 % of them negative experiences. 35 % of them could express and feel their creativity through the uniqueness of second-hand clothes. Respondents aroused feeling of happiness (19 %) and of disgust (7 %) and also elevated emotions like being lucky, excited. Symbolic quality based values could hardly be defined, so only three aspects appeared: alternative existence, status, self and social acceptance. Noticeable collocations are poverty (7 %) and its environmental-friendly effect (20 %).

3 Conclusion
Our findings that product experience has a strong collocation with the shopping experience and both plays very important role in purchase decision. In the process of the second-hand, clothes purchase shopping environment, customers’ previous experience with the product, the situation, and also society play important roles. In order to offer positive experiences for the customers, the in-store shopping environment of second-hand clothes sensory-based quality benefits should be gratified by colourfully, scented, and well-organized environments and clothes. The "attitude/behaviour gap" or "values/action gap" is where 30 % of consumers report that they are very concerned about environmental issues (Young et al., 2009). Still, they are struggling to translate this into purchases,
To conclude, we might assert that revealing and measuring consumer experience should be dealt with in a holistic approach because it includes product and shopping experiences too. Understanding all aspects of experiences can help shop managers build more effective strategies.
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